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Talya wears the JOBO Robe: Ivory on Obsidian, and the JOBO Luxury Pillow Sleep Mask
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JOBO Spa products enhance the hospitality experience for your
guests, promoting relaxation during their stay and acting as a

reminder of their trip, long after check-out.

TRAVELS WELL: Light, compact, and space-saving- Our robes and sleep masks are a
no-brainer in-room or for your retail environment. Let your customers bring the
experience home with them!

FIT and SIZING: Our robes come in flexible, unisex sizes. Feeling right at home is what
hospitality is all about!

EASY TO WASH & CARE FOR: Robes are machine washable and require vastly less
drying time than a big, bulky robe. Plus, they get softer with every wash.

LOW ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT: We make sure our bathrobes use less fiber, last
longer and use less energy, without compromising on quality.

JOBO GIVES BACK: 10% of all our profits go to organizations helping
everyday people and ALL our products are 100% made in the U.S.A.
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JOBO Robes

Short, Long
XS-XL
Our custom printed signature robe will be there for you
night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to sleep in.
Ever wonder why some sheets last and last, getting softer
with age? They're a blend. Our favorite, smooth cotton/
poly blend makes our robes super long-lasting, with a
minimal energy footprint to wash and dry, however you
chose to care for your Jobo robe. Bonus, our robes take
very little room to pack so you can bring yours anywhere.
Guaranteed the most stress-free robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: Ivory on Obsidian
J-ROBE-OBSID

60.00 / 120.00 USD

Long
S, M, L
Our signature robe in crisp, bright, white-on-white
seersucker will be there for you night and day. 2 pocket
styling. 100% cotton. Note: This fabric is slightly weightier
than our classic fabric blend.

Bonus, our robes take very little room to pack so you can
bring yours anywhere. Guaranteed the most stress-free
robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: Bright White Seersucker
J-ROBE-SEERS

60.00 / 120.00 USD
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Short, Long
XS-XL
Our custom printed signature robe will be there for you
night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to sleep in.
Ever wonder why some sheets last and last, getting softer
with age? They're a blend. Our favorite, smooth cotton/
poly blend makes our robes super long-lasting, with a
minimal energy footprint to wash and dry, however you
chose to care for your Jobo robe. Bonus, our robes take
very little room to pack so you can bring yours anywhere.
Guaranteed the most stress-free robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: Hot Chocolate - 3 dot
J-ROBE-CHOCO

60.00 / 120.00 USD

Long
S, M, L
Our signature robe in crisp bright a substantial linen-like
fabric that gets softer with washing. 2 pocket styling.
100% cotton. Note: This fabric is a bit more textured and
substantial than our classic fabric blend. 50% Hemp/50%
Organic Cotton

Bonus, our robes take very little room to pack so you can
bring yours anywhere. Guaranteed the most stress-free
robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: Windowpane Print
J-ROBE-WPANE

60.00 / 120.00 USD
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Long
S, M, L
Our signature robe in smooth, white shirting will be there
for you night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to
sleep in. 2 pocket styling. 100% cotton.

Bonus, our robes take very little room to pack so you can
bring yours anywhere. Guaranteed the most stress-free
robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: White Shirting
J-ROBE-WSHRT

60.00 / 120.00 USD

Short, Long
XS-XL
Our custom printed signature robe will be there for you
night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to sleep in.
Ever wonder why some sheets last and last, getting softer
with age? They're a blend. Our favorite, smooth cotton/
poly blend makes our robes super long-lasting, with a
minimal energy footprint to wash and dry, however you
chose to care for your Jobo robe. Bonus, our robes take
very little room to pack so you can bring yours anywhere.
Guaranteed the most stress-free robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: Lime in the Coconut - 2 dot
J-ROBE-LIMEC

60.00 / 120.00 USD
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Short, Long
XS-XL
Our custom printed signature robe will be there for you
night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to sleep in.
Ever wonder why some sheets last and last, getting softer
with age? They're a blend. Our favorite, smooth cotton/
poly blend makes our robes super long-lasting, with a
minimal energy footprint to wash and dry, however you
chose to care for your Jobo robe. Bonus, our robes take
very little room to pack so you can bring yours anywhere.
Guaranteed the most stress-free robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: Li-lac/Cream - 2 dot
J-ROBE-LILAC

60.00 / 120.00 USD

Short, Long
XS-XL
Our custom printed signature robe will be there for you
night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to sleep in.
Ever wonder why some sheets last and last, getting softer
with age? They're a blend. Our favorite, smooth cotton/
poly blend makes our robes super long-lasting, with a
minimal energy footprint to wash and dry, however you
chose to care for your Jobo robe. Bonus, our robes take
very little room to pack so you can bring yours anywhere.
Guaranteed the most stress-free robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: Raspberry Beret - 3 dot
J-ROBE-RASBR

60.00 / 120.00 USD
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Short, Long
XS-XL
Our custom printed signature robe will be there for you
night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to sleep in.
Ever wonder why some sheets last and last, getting softer
with age? They're a blend. Our favorite, smooth cotton/
poly blend makes our robes super long-lasting, with a
minimal energy footprint to wash and dry, however you
chose to care for your Jobo robe. Bonus, our robes take
very little room to pack so you can bring yours anywhere.
Guaranteed the most stress-free robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: Surf's Up! - 3 dot
J-ROBE-SURFS

60.00 / 120.00 USD

Short, Long
XS-XL
Our custom printed signature robe will be there for you
night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to sleep in.
Ever wonder why some sheets last and last, getting softer
with age? They're a blend. Our favorite, smooth cotton/
poly blend makes our robes super long-lasting, with a
minimal energy footprint to wash and dry, however you
chose to care for your Jobo robe. Bonus, our robes take
very little room to pack so you can bring yours anywhere.
Guaranteed the most stress-free robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: French Vanilla Sky - 3 dot
J-ROBE-FVSKY

60.00 / 120.00 USD
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Short, Long
XS-XL
Our custom printed signature robe will be there for you
night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to sleep in.
Ever wonder why some sheets last and last, getting softer
with age? They're a blend. Our favorite, smooth cotton/
poly blend makes our robes super long-lasting, with a
minimal energy footprint to wash and dry, however you
chose to care for your Jobo robe. Bonus, our robes take
very little room to pack so you can bring yours anywhere.
Guaranteed the most stress-free robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: Tangerine Dream - 3 dot
J-ROBE-TANGD

60.00 / 120.00 USD

Short, Long
XS-XL
Our custom printed signature robe will be there for you
night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to sleep in.
Ever wonder why some sheets last and last, getting softer
with age? They're a blend. Our favorite, smooth cotton/
poly blend makes our robes super long-lasting, with a
minimal energy footprint to wash and dry, however you
chose to care for your Jobo robe. Bonus, our robes take
very little room to pack so you can bring yours anywhere.
Guaranteed the most stress-free robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: White on Rice - 3 dot
J-ROBE-WRICE

60.00 / 120.00 USD
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Short, Long
XS-XL
Our custom printed signature robe will be there for you
night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to sleep in.
Ever wonder why some sheets last and last, getting softer
with age? They're a blend. Our favorite, smooth cotton/
poly blend makes our robes super long-lasting, with a
minimal energy footprint to wash and dry, however you
chose to care for your Jobo robe. Bonus, our robes take
very little room to pack so you can bring yours anywhere.
Guaranteed the most stress-free robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: Rust Never Sleeps - 3 dot
J-ROBE-RUSTN

60.00 / 120.00 USD

Short, Long
XS-XL
Our custom printed signature robe will be there for you
night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to sleep in.
Ever wonder why some sheets last and last, getting softer
with age? They're a blend. Our favorite, smooth cotton/
poly blend makes our robes super long-lasting, with a
minimal energy footprint to wash and dry, however you
chose to care for your Jobo robe. Bonus, our robes take
very little room to pack so you can bring yours anywhere.
Guaranteed the most stress-free robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: Silver/White - 2 dot
J-ROBE-SILV2

60.00 / 120.00 USD
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Long
S, M, L
Our custom printed signature robe will be there for you
night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to sleep in.
Ever wonder why some sheets last and last, getting softer
with age? They're a blend. Our favorite, smooth cotton/
poly blend makes our robes super long-lasting, with a
minimal energy footprint to wash and dry, however you
chose to care for your Jobo robe. Bonus, our robes take
very little room to pack so you can bring yours anywhere.
Guaranteed the most stress-free robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: Navy/White 2 dot
J-ROBE-NAVYB

60.00 / 120.00 USD

Long
S, M, L
Our signature robe in miniature tartan shirting will be there
for you night and day. Easy peasy and light enough to
sleep in. 2 pocket styling. 100% cotton.

Bonus, our robes take very little room to pack so you can
bring yours anywhere. Guaranteed the most stress-free
robe you'll ever own.

JOBO Robe: Tartan Plaid
J-ROBE-TARTN

60.00 / 120.00 USD
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S, M, L
Our newest robe offering: a short, hooded robe in 100%
cotton terrycloth, perfect for shower, beach or pool. 2
pockets.

JOBO Robe: Mini Terry
J-ROBE-TERRY

40.00 / 80.00 USD
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Avery & Talya wear the Jobo Robe: Mini Terry
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Avery wears the Jobo Pajama Set in Tartan & Talya wears the Jobo Rob in Tartan
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JOBO Pajamas

S, M, L
P.J.s with a twist! Pajama pants are tapered and offer
traditional styling at the waist with front button closure and
hidden button fly. Elastic at the back for comfort and fit.

JOBO Pajama: Pant in Seafoam
J-PJAM-SEAFM

27.50 / 55.00 USD

S, M, L
P.J.s with a twist! Top has a comfortable, shorter sleeve
that can be worn cuffed or ‘au natural’. Placket front
buttons 3/4 of the way down. Pajama pants are tapered
and offer traditional styling at the waist with front button
closure and hidden button fly. Elastic at the back for
comfort and fit. 100% cotton shirting.

JOBO Pajama: Tartan Plaid
J-PJAM-TARTN

55.00 / 110.00 USD
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S, M, L
Style, ease and function all together in this simple,
summery PJ. Scoop neck, button front top. Button closure
boxer with flat front styling and elastic at back for comfort
and fit.

JOBO Pajama: Boxer Set in Silk
J-PJAM-GSILK

55.00 / 110.00 USD

S, M, L
Style, ease and function all together in this simple,
summery PJ. Scoop neck, button front top. Button closure
boxer with flat front styling and elastic at back for comfort
and fit.

JOBO Pajama: Boxer Set in Moonlight
J-PJAM-MOONL

55.00 / 110.00 USD
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S, M, L
P.J.s with a twist! Top has a comfortable, shorter sleeve
that can be worn cuffed or ‘au natural’. Placket front
buttons 3/4 of the way down. Pajama pants are tapered
and offer traditional styling at the waist with front button
closure and hidden button fly. Elastic at the back for
comfort and fit. 100% cotton white seersucker fabric with
a subtle crinkle.

JOBO Pajama: Bright White Seersucker
J-PJAM-SEERS

60.00 / 120.00 USD
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JOBO Body Care

120 ML
A sunny, gender-fluid scent that instantly brings the beach
vibrations home- like magic!

Unfussy and relaxing notes of orange flower, jasmine,
coconut, lime, and a hint of patchouli.Made for all. Splash
a little on yourself, your sweetheart, your kids or your
goldfish (just kidding) - we could all use a little JOBO!

A generous 120ml / 4.057 fl. oz.

JOBO Body: Eau d'Jobo
J-BODY-EAUDJ1

30.00 / 60.00 USD

60 ML
A sunny, gender-fluid scent that instantly brings the beach
vibrations home- like magic!

Unfussy and relaxing notes of orange flower, jasmine,
coconut, lime, and a hint of patchouli.Made for all. Splash
a little on yourself, your sweetheart, your kids or your
goldfish (just kidding) - we could all use a little JOBO!

A generous 60 ml / 2.028 fl oz

JOBO Body: Eau d'Jobo
J-BODY-EAUDJ2

20.00 / 40.00 USD
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O/S
ONE SIZE
Inspired by the tropics, notes of citrus, orange flower,
coconut and lemongrass and patchouli harmonize in a
fresh, beachy, and sensual scent for everyone. Perfect for
the outdoor shower or to bring the feeling of sunshine
inside, this exquisitely smooth, triple-milled bar makes all
of your soap-on-a-rope dreams come true.
Keeping it real since 1752, Caswell-Massey epitomizes
heritage luxury, making authentic scents, soaps and self-
care for over 250 years. Their expertise in hand-crafted
products for the body, with a signature scent created with
JOBO Spa combine to form a perfect union of fine
fragrance and expert soap making.

Caswell-Massey x JOBO Spa Soap-on-a-Rope
J-BODY-SOAPC

9.00 / 18.00 USD
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Avery wears the Luxury Jobo Sleep Mask in White on Rice & Talya wears the Luxury Jobo

Sleep Mask in Obsidian
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JOBO Masks

ONE SIZE
the JOBO spa luxury sleep mask is truly unlike any other
you have ever experienced. This is because we use a
natural and sustainable down alternative from the seeds
of the kapok tree to fill them so they are sumptuously and
lightly padded and light blocking. Washable and dryable,
they have a ruched elastic band that doesn't ever pinch or
tangle. Made from surplus fabric from our robe patterns
and they are lined in 100% satin finish cotton for extra
soothing , restful comfort.

JOBO MASK: IVORY ON OBSIDIAN
J-MASK-IVORYONOBSIDIAN

15.00 / 30.00 USD

ONE SIZE
the JOBO spa luxury sleep mask is truly unlike any other
you have ever experienced. This is because we use a
natural and sustainable down alternative from the seeds
of the kapok tree to fill them so they are sumptuously and
lightly padded and light blocking. Washable and dryable,
they have a ruched elastic band that doesn't ever pinch or
tangle. Made from surplus fabric from our robe patterns
and they are lined in 100% satin finish cotton for extra
soothing , restful comfort.

JOBO MASK: GALAXY
J-MASK-GALAXY

15.00 / 30.00 USD
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ONE SIZE
the JOBO spa luxury sleep mask is truly unlike any other
you have ever experienced. This is because we use a
natural and sustainable down alternative from the seeds
of the kapok tree to fill them so they are sumptuously and
lightly padded and light blocking. Washable and dryable,
they have a ruched elastic band that doesn't ever pinch or
tangle. Made from surplus fabric from our robe patterns
and they are lined in 100% satin finish cotton for extra
soothing , restful comfort.

JOBO MASK: WHITE ON RICE
J-MASK-WHITEONRICE

15.00 / 30.00 USD

ONE SIZE
the JOBO spa luxury sleep mask is truly unlike any other
you have ever experienced. This is because we use a
natural and sustainable down alternative from the seeds
of the kapok tree to fill them so they are sumptuously and
lightly padded and light blocking. Washable and dryable,
they have a ruched elastic band that doesn't ever pinch or
tangle. Made from surplus fabric from our robe patterns
and they are lined in 100% satin finish cotton for extra
soothing , restful comfort.

JOBO MASK: SURFS UP!
J-MASK-SURFSUP

15.00 / 30.00 USD
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ONE SIZE
the JOBO spa luxury sleep mask is truly unlike any other
you have ever experienced. This is because we use a
natural and sustainable down alternative from the seeds
of the kapok tree to fill them so they are sumptuously and
lightly padded and light blocking. Washable and dryable,
they have a ruched elastic band that doesn't ever pinch or
tangle. Made from surplus fabric from our robe patterns
and they are lined in 100% satin finish cotton for extra
soothing , restful comfort.

JOBO MASK: TAN
J-MASK-TAN

15.00 / 30.00 USD

ONE SIZE
the JOBO spa luxury sleep mask is truly unlike any other
you have ever experienced. This is because we use a
natural and sustainable down alternative from the seeds
of the kapok tree to fill them so they are sumptuously and
lightly padded and light blocking. Washable and dryable,
they have a ruched elastic band that doesn't ever pinch or
tangle. Made from surplus fabric from our robe patterns
and they are lined in 100% satin finish cotton for extra
soothing , restful comfort.

JOBO MASK: CORNFLOWER
J-MASK-CORNFLOWER

15.00 / 30.00 USD
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ONE SIZE
the JOBO spa luxury sleep mask is truly unlike any other
you have ever experienced. This is because we use a
natural and sustainable down alternative from the seeds
of the kapok tree to fill them so they are sumptuously and
lightly padded and light blocking. Washable and dryable,
they have a ruched elastic band that doesn't ever pinch or
tangle. Made from surplus fabric from our robe patterns
and they are lined in 100% satin finish cotton for extra
soothing , restful comfort.

JOBO MASK: LILAC
J-MASK-LILAC

15.00 / 30.00 USD

ONE SIZE
the JOBO spa luxury sleep mask is truly unlike any other
you have ever experienced. This is because we use a
natural and sustainable down alternative from the seeds
of the kapok tree to fill them so they are sumptuously and
lightly padded and light blocking. Washable and dryable,
they have a ruched elastic band that doesn't ever pinch or
tangle. Made from surplus fabric from our robe patterns
and they are lined in 100% satin finish cotton for extra
soothing , restful comfort.

JOBO MASK: FRENCH VANILLA SKY
J-MASK-FRENCH VANILLA SKY

15.00 / 30.00 USD
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ONE SIZE
the JOBO spa luxury sleep mask is truly unlike any other
you have ever experienced. This is because we use a
natural and sustainable down alternative from the seeds
of the kapok tree to fill them so they are sumptuously and
lightly padded and light blocking. Washable and dryable,
they have a ruched elastic band that doesn't ever pinch or
tangle. Made from surplus fabric from our robe patterns
and they are lined in 100% satin finish cotton for extra
soothing , restful comfort.

JOBO MASK: RASBERRY BERET
J-MASK-RASBERRYBERET

15.00 / 30.00 USD

ONE SIZE
the JOBO spa luxury sleep mask is truly unlike any other
you have ever experienced. This is because we use a
natural and sustainable down alternative from the seeds
of the kapok tree to fill them so they are sumptuously and
lightly padded and light blocking. Washable and dryable,
they have a ruched elastic band that doesn't ever pinch or
tangle. Made from surplus fabric from our robe patterns
and they are lined in 100% satin finish cotton for extra
soothing , restful comfort.

JOBO MASK: WINDOWPANE HEMP
J-MASK-WINDOWPANEHEMP

15.00 / 30.00 USD
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ONE SIZE
the JOBO spa luxury sleep mask is truly unlike any other
you have ever experienced. This is because we use a
natural and sustainable down alternative from the seeds
of the kapok tree to fill them so they are sumptuously and
lightly padded and light blocking. Washable and dryable,
they have a ruched elastic band that doesn't ever pinch or
tangle. Made from surplus fabric from our robe patterns
and they are lined in 100% satin finish cotton for extra
soothing , restful comfort.

JOBO MASK: HOT CHOCOLATE
J-MASK-HOTCHOCOLATE

15.00 / 30.00 USD

ONE SIZE
the JOBO spa luxury sleep mask is truly unlike any other
you have ever experienced. This is because we use a
natural and sustainable down alternative from the seeds
of the kapok tree to fill them so they are sumptuously and
lightly padded and light blocking. Washable and dryable,
they have a ruched elastic band that doesn't ever pinch or
tangle. Made from surplus fabric from our robe patterns
and they are lined in 100% satin finish cotton for extra
soothing , restful comfort.

JOBO MASK: RED
J-MASK-RED

15.00 / 30.00 USD
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ONE SIZE
the JOBO spa luxury sleep mask is truly unlike any other
you have ever experienced. This is because we use a
natural and sustainable down alternative from the seeds
of the kapok tree to fill them so they are sumptuously and
lightly padded and light blocking. Washable and dryable,
they have a ruched elastic band that doesn't ever pinch or
tangle. Made from surplus fabric from our robe patterns
and they are lined in 100% satin finish cotton for extra
soothing , restful comfort.

JOBO MASK: TANGERINE DREAM
J-MASK-TANGERINEDREAM

15.00 / 30.00 USD
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JOBO Bébé

Charcoal check
BABY XS, BABY S, BABY M, BABY L
Cotton separates in a dark charcoal check pattern. Wrap
top secures with two ribbon ties. Balloon pants pull on for
easy wear.

JOBO Bébé: Dark charcoal check
J-BEBE-WRAPS

30.00 / 60.00 USD

Green check
BABY XS, BABY S, BABY M, BABY L
Cotton separates in a forest green check pattern. Wrap
top secures with two ribbon ties. Balloon pants pull on for
easy wear.

JOBO Bébé: Forest Green check
J-BEBE-WRAPS

30.00 / 60.00 USD
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Baby
BABY XS, BABY S, BABY M, BABY L
Subtly block printed by hand with abstract marine life, this
Sea Island cotton set hints at the depths, lending
necessary gravitas to the wearer. But be warned, it is so
luxuriously soft you just might over cuddle and ruin the
moment.

JOBO Bébé: Who Me?
J-BEBE-WHOME

30.00 / 60.00 USD

Baby
BABY XS, BABY S, BABY M, BABY L
Lending a laid, back, artistic aura, this hand painted
organic cotton is naturally dyed a pretty yellow. Adorn
your spawn (or someone else’s) in this Matisse inspired
print and feast your eyes!

JOBO Bébé: Mellow Yellow
J-BEBE-YELLO

30.00 / 60.00 USD
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JOBO Made-to-Order

For personalized service in imagining the perfect robe for your brand, we offer special
pricing, custom design and low minimums for our select wholesale customers. Set up an
appointment and we’ll prepare a curated selection that expresses your brand.

CUSTOM STYLE OPTIONS: Offering a range of colors, prints, and fabrics. See a few of
our many options here or let us source the perfect fabric for brand.
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Seersuckers
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Waffles
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Plaids
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Chambrays
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Stripes & Solids
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